THE TRADE SHOW
FOR FINE FOOD
WILL BE HELD ON

23-24 SEPTEMBER 2018
AT PA R I S - P O R T E D E V E R S A I L L E S

P R E S S PA C K
Friday, June 1st

GOURMET SELECTION operates in a highly
competitive and dynamic environment,’ says Chantal
de Lamotte, Exhibition Director. ‘It is an exhibition that
emulates the dynamism and the creativity of the fine food
sector, a fast-moving environment generating numerous
new concepts and recipes every year, and driven by
many start-ups, both on the producing and the retailing
side. Consumers love and trust fine food products, not
only because of their quality and their history, but also
because of their authenticity and exclusive nature.
In order to meet even better the expectations of fine food retailers who need to
renew their offer regularly,
GOURMET SELECTION is evolving: it will become a yearly event, focused on
high-end products, with an even more premium offer and message. It is for the
organisers a genuine ambition, which requires the ability to source the best French
and European fine food products.
Let’s not forget that GOURMET SELECTION is also a source of information for its
visitors. Numerous events, seminars and meetings with qualified professionals
will allow visitors to get up to date with the latest market trends and regulations.

C O NTE NT
GOURMET SELECTION is repositioning in 2018, in order to meet even better the
expectations of its exhibitors and visitors. 2018 will mark the sixth edition of the
show, which will become an annual event from 2018 onwards. Since its creation,
GOURMET SELECTION has established itself as the ultimate French event for food
professionals, a celebration of gastronomy and a showcase of fine food discoveries.
It is the only large trade exhibition which meets the needs of the fine food sector. The 2018
edition will see many changes and offer numerous new events.
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THE FINE FOOD
S E C TO R
The enthusiasm of French consumers for fine food is increasing year on year.
Their growing interest for eating well and their passion for gastronomy and terroir contribute
strongly to the development of the fine food sector, a stronghold of the French lifestyle.
Gourmet food appeals to a customer base which has become more and more demanding
when it comes to the quality and the traceability of its food. This enthusiasm for quality
means, according to a Xerfi survey published in mid-February 2017 an increased
turnover for the fine food sector: +4 % in 2016 and +3 % per year in 2017 and 2018.
Still according to Xerfi, growth in the sector has been fuelled not only by increased sales but also
by higher value sales, thanks to premiumisation. Fine food stores are becoming increasingly
upmarket. Improved retail strategies have also contributed to the growth of the sector: fine
food stores linked to national retailers or department stores have developed and modernised
in order to boost their business. The sum of these strategies have been beneficial to the sector
as a whole. This optimism is confirmed by the March 2018 IFOP survey commissioned by
GOURMET SELECTION (see pages 13 and 14).

MARKET TRENDS
• A diversified offer with more fresh products, to generate repeat business.
• On-site catering to encourage tasting.
• Bulk selling, allowing customers to buy the exact quantity they need: a trend in line with
environmental concerns and packaging reduction.
• Personalised shopping online, an area with great potential.
• Stores-Within-a-Store concepts for food products.
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G O U R MET S E L E C T I O N 2 0 1 8
KEY FIGURES
E XH I B I TO R S

300 exhibitors approximatively
40% new companies on the ProvenceAlpes-Côte d’Azur, Occitanie, Spain and
Italy stands.

85 % French exhibitors

VISITORS

4,000 visitors from outside Paris over two days
52% visitors from outside Paris
8% European visitors, mainly from Belgium, Italy,
Great Britain, Spain, Germany

Visitors’ occupations: Retail (fine food shops, butcher
shops, delicatessens, bakeries, independent wine
merchants…), catering (restaurants, bars, hotels)

VISITORS PROFILE
Independent retail
Fine food shops, independent wine merchants, delicatessens, cheesemongers, confectioners,
chocolate shops, tea rooms and coffee shops, decor and gift shops.
Retail and wholesale
Fine food stores-within-a-store: garden centres, DIY, furniture stores, department stores.
Purchasing groups, duty free shops, wholesalers.
Catering
Restaurants, wholesalers, sommeliers, culinary workshops, hotels.
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2018,
A YE A R O F C H A N G E
As the benchmark exhibition for fine food, GOURMET SELECTION is repositioning with:
• A new frequency: GOURMET SELECTION will become an annual event from 2018 onwards
• A new name: Food & Wine is replaced by GOURMET SELECTION to highlight the premium
character of the offer
• A new baseline: ‘the trade event for fine food and good taste’
• A new environment: a deliberate and visible upmarket positioning
• A new visual: a poster in keeping with the show’s new environment
• A new exhibition hall: hall 7.1
• An improved communication on social media: more posts on Facebook and Instagram

WHAT STAYS
• Location : Paris - Porte de Versailles
• Two-day format : short and efficient, GOURMET SELECTION takes place over two days, a
Sunday and a Monday, in order to attract as many visitors as possible

EXHIBITORS’ PROFILE
Artisans, producers or retailers of fine food products
Every single French
region will be
represented at the
show.

1/3 of 2018

are new to the show
allowing for exciting
discoveries

4 regional stands

• Provence-AlpesCôte d’Azur
• Occitanie
• Spain
• Italy
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Products from:
• Canada
• Cambodia
• Italy
• Greece

E X H I B I TO R S ’
TESTIMONIES
GOURMET SELECTION donne la parole aux exposants. Chacun avance ses arguments pour
justifier sa présence sur le salon.
TESTIMONIES

‘GOURMET SELECTION is evolving,’ says Sabina Popa, BtoB
Commercial Manager for Comptoirs Richard. ‘2018 will be our
fifth time at the show and we have noticed marked improvements
through the years: more and better quality visitors, attendance of
key buyers…We are also delighted about the exhibition becoming
an annual event, as it allows us to meet our existing customers
and new prospects over a short space of time every single year.
This upmarket event fits our positioning and our focus on French clients: SIAL, aimed mainly
at export clients, isn’t a show for us!’
‘We exhibit at SIAL,’ says Nathalie Albuquerque, Commercial Assistant at Confiserie de
Médicis, but we don’t meet many French customers there. To meet French
customers, you have to exhibit at GOURMET SELECTION. It is a timeefficient exhibition, lasting only two days, which makes it busy in terms of
meetings and order taking. We are currently developing our Gourmet range
and GOURMET SELECTION is the best place to market it.’

‘We are an artisanal company from Britany and we are very successful
in our own region,’ says Fabienne Debroize, General Manager of Dame
Cerise, a jam producer with more than 60 lines, ranging from the
classical to the experimental. ‘We now wish to develop our sales in the
rest of France, but our sales force isn’t large enough to do so. We visited
GOURMET SELECTION last year and we were impressed by the show’s
energy and its national reach. 2018 is our first year as an exhibitor. We are
looking forward to new meetings and opportunities.’

‘Spain remains faithful to GOURMET SELECTION in 2018, with a stand which will feature
Spanish fine food classics such as olive oils, AOP, organic or smoked in oak barrels; Iberico
hams; authentic artisanal tinned vegetables. New in 2018, will be a range of mountain honeys
from the Muria family, fabulous smoked sardines, sea urchin caviar from Galicia and an
assortment of gorgeous Mediterranean seasonings and chutneys.’
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AWA RD W I N N E R S
Vincent Ferniot, GOURMET SELECTION brand ambassador, awarded coveted ‘Best Of’ in 2017
to selected exhibitors in front of an audience of journalists, exhibitors and visitors. Did the
awards boost winners’ sales and/or profile?
WINNERS TESTIMONIES

‘The ‘Best Of’ competition is a great initiative,’ says Cyril Marx from
Hédène, award winner for its Raspberry Honey. ‘It gave us increased visibility
during the show and brought visitors to our stand. We met many good
prospects, and those meetings led to new business. The award also generated
press and social media coverage. A ‘Best Of’ award is a vote of confidence in
the quality of a product and a clear selling point. 2017 was the first year we
exhibited at GOURMET SELECTION and we’re definitely coming back in 2018.’

‘Winning a ‘Best Of’ award helps publicise the brand and the product,
but it also demonstrates our capacity for innovation,’ says Marie Bévillon, MD
of Maison Bévillon (and of La Sablaise), who won the Grand Jury Prize for her
Lobster Juice. ‘As an established company, this capacity for innovation shows
our ongoing dynamism, a crucial quality from our clients’ point of view as they
are constantly seeking new products. The focus we gained from the award makes
them more likely to want to discover our new products. This award is a vote of
confidence in our quality standards, another essential criteria for our customers.’

‘First time as an exhibitor and we won a ‘Best Of’ award: what more can you
ask for?’ says Elodie Nardèse from Pastis de l’Ile de Ré, who won an award for its
eponymous drink. ‘Our activity rests on a single, artisanal and seasonal product,
which consumers associate more to the Mediterranean than to Ile de Ré. Our ‘Best
Of’ award brought us huge increased visibility.’
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G O U R ME T S E LE C T I O N , U N T R E M P L I N
P O U R LE S STA RT- U P D U F O O D
FOCUS ON A RESOLUTELY MODERN START-UP
To bring Provence to Paris is the challenge of Lucie Briglia
and Marion Seiler, two young business partners from the
South of France. They opened, only a few months ago, a
restaurant-grocery called À L’Ombre (Paris 11e), which
has been very successful. The keys to their success are
the concept of a restaurant within a shop, decorated with
the colours of their region of origin, a rigorous sourcing
of fine food and a focus on the producers they represent.

They came back from an extensive road trip searching for the best Provence has to offer, with
stories of passionate food producers and characterful products they want to share. They also
topped up their range of gorgeous Southern foodstuff at GOURMET SELECTION.

‘People come over to eat but the shop makes them curious. They ask questions about
our products, their origin, their story and how to use them. They want to know why we chose
them, who supplies us. We have the genuine feeling of being ambassadors for Provence and
its producers. Our shop gives them exposure and meets consumers’ new expectations: today’s
consumers are curious and keen on short supply chains, which make them feel like they are
supporting producers in an ethical and fair way.
Those who have enjoyed a product in the restaurant often buy
it from the store. The restaurant leverages those sales, which have
turned out to be twice as much as we originally expected. It also works
the other way around: discovering new products in the store allows
us to sell them in the restaurant. We’ve also noticed that some of our
restaurant customers come back to buy products for informal parties:
socca crisps, homemade terrine, olive paste, Picholine olives, almond
cakes and good quality AOP organic rosé wines.
In our Provence focussed universe, there are genuine dynamics
between the restaurant and the shop: we have over 60 products on our
shelves, of which 30 are served in the restaurant.’
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ME E T I N G S A N D
EVENTS
Over two days, GOURMET SELECTION offers professional and fine food related highlights. In
order to encourage discovery while remaining efficient, GOURMET SELECTION features tailormade events to allow visitors and exhibitors to discover new products, share information and
learn about new trends with confirmed trade experts.

BEST OF
The Best Of competition is back and Vincent Ferniot is in charge.
The competition highlights exhibitors’ products which offer a genuine added
value.
Vincent Ferniot and his panel of experts will taste and assess entries in order
to select the stars of the show.
The competition is open to any exhibitor who wishes to enter its best product.
The judges will meet in early September to select the Best Of winners.
The award ceremony, hosted by Vincent Ferniot, will reveal the winners on the first morning of
the show.

L’ALLÉE DES EXPERTS / AGORA
The meeting point for visitors and exhibitors is changing. In order to better meet expectations,
one hour-and-a-half masterclasses and one-to-one meetings will be on offer.
The Agora area will host experts for their one-to-one meetings as well as for seminars. The
main themes of the fine food sector will be debated and explored.
The programme includes: regulatory requirements for fine food shop owners before opening
and while managing a shop (licencing regulations, take away sales, alcohol sales after 10pm,
HACCP,...), consumer information regulations including the introduction of compulsory
labelling and traceability…
This year again, seminars will be hosted by key partners such as the Grocers, Wine Merchants
and Organic Specialists National Federation (FNDECB) and the World of Fine Food magazine.
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TEA MASTERS CUP FRANCE
In 2018, tea will take pride of place at GOURMET SELECTION. For the first time
ever, the Tea Master Cup, a highly respected international competition, will be
held in France, during the exhibition. All French Tea Masters are invited to
compete in two categories: Tea making, and Tea and food matching.
Tea making is a competition during which Tea Masters have to prove their technical expertise
in making and serving tea. They have fifteen minutes to prepare two teas, one selected by the
organisers and one of their own choosing.
Tea and food matching is a competition during which Tea Masters must create a snack and tea
pairing. Competitors can use the tea, the preparation method and the flavour of their choosing.
The winner will be selected by an expert panel during the exhibition and the overall French
winner will be entered in the Tea Master Cup World.

TASTING AREA
In 2018, Gourmet Alliances will allow you to discover and taste exhibitors’ products,
either on their own, or together to create innovative and original combinations.
It is the perfect opportunity for fine food shop managers, specialist retailers, restaurant owners
and chefs to discover in one place the must-see products of the show.
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V I N C E N T F E R N I OT

VINCENT FERNIOT IS, ONCE AGAIN, GOURMET SELECTION
BRAND AMBASSADOR
A big fan of quality and ‘genuine’ food, and an admirer of craftsmen and small producers, Vincent
Ferniot is a dedicated advocate for flavours and epitomises the values of GOURMET SELECTION.

Author of four cookbooks, including ‘La cuisine de nos régions’ and
‘Le Guide Ferniot-Hachette des bons produits’, this indefatigable
food traveller knows everything there is to know about regional
specialities, terroir recipes and where to find them. In this respect,
he is the ideal brand ambassador for GOURMET SELECTION.
His mission is to decipher market trends and chair the Best Of
expert panel.
Well-known for his former morning food chronicle on Télématin
(France 2), he now hosts Midi en France (France 3) for which he
travels the width and the length of France in order to find food
gems and highlight regional know-hows. Working closely with
chefs and gastronomy professionals, he funded the BOCO restaurant chain, which offers on
site or home delivery dishes from Michelin stars chefs and pastry chefs in 13 restaurants.
The portrait of this passionate food lover, whose mantra is ‘knowledge transfer’, wouldn’t be
accurate if it didn’t include his hosting for the last twenty years of the Bocuse d’Or, the highly
respected worldwide competition.
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FO C U S O N T H E R E S U LT S O F
THE IFOP SURVEY
P RO FE SS I O N AL S RE MA IN OPT IMIST IC
In order to better understand the fine food market, GOURMET SELECTION commissioned
a survey from IFOP INCAPSULE to assess fine food professionals’ views on their mediumterm business development and on the role of digital technologies in their sector.
According to the IFOP INCAPSULE survey, fine food professionals remain resolutely positive,
even if their appraisal of their individual situation is less so. 87% of retailers and producers
are optimistic about the prospects of the sector and 50% are very optimistic.
Savoury grocery products remain core. For 36%of respondents, they offer the best development
perspectives. Two other areas are also in line with consumer trends:
• Fresh food, for its health benefits
• Restaurants, which allow the opportunity to taste or discover unique quality products onsite.
Other identified development areas are jams and confectionery, tableware and decoration.

MILLENIALS AND YOUNG SENIORS ARE MOST PROMISING TARGET GROUPS
Millennials (18-34 year old), fans of gastro food, and young seniors (55-70 year old), keen on
small daily pleasures, share a ‘bon vivant’ approach to life and have thus been identified as the
two consumer groups with the best potential for the fine food sector. They are not experts but
they are curious and keen on new discoveries. Gastronomical adventures feature large in their
lives.
On the other hand, seniors over 70 year old and work councils are showing less interest in fine
food.
Overall, fine food shops customers are split in three groups:

53%
Adventurous
gourmets

32%
Knowledgeable gourmets
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7%
Novice food lovers

SPECIAL OCCASIONS AND EVENINGS AMONGST FRIENDS ARE THE TWO MAIN
CONSUMPTION OPPORTUNITIES
Christmas, Easter, Valentine’s Day, Mothers’ Day…remain, together with evenings amongst
friends, the main opportunities for fine food when consumers are keen to share with others
their taste for high quality and exclusive fare.
Special occasions generate most of the business for 46% of retailers and 60% of producers.
Evenings amongst friends however, benefit retailers more than producers (41% 39% retailers
vs. 21% producers).
To find a personal gift is the main fine food buying criterion according to 41% of professionals,
with exclusivity coming second. Fine food products feed consumers’ desire for rewards, instant
gratification and daily pleasures.

50%

33%

12%

Special occasions

Evenings amongst friends

Daily pleasures

ADVICE, THE MAIN REQUEST FROM CUSTOMERS
For 79% of professionals, price represents the main obstacle to buying fine food, with the fear
of not knowing how to accommodate purchases coming second for 63% . These two concerns
are linked and confirmed by customers’ high level of expectation when it comes to professional
advice: 81% of customers mainly expect advice on choosing products and accommodating
them, 59% expect advice on new products and 51% want information on products origins.
49% want in-store tasting.
Three types of action should be implemented to encourage purchase, other than for gifting,
from the two target groups:
• Offer advice on products choice, and how to use them: new recipes and knowledge of
customers tastes.
• Price justification: history of the products, their origin, their quality, how they’re made, who
makes them and who uses them. Also how to simplify complex recipes.
• On-site events: meet-the-producer parties and launch parties to promote new products and
turn shops into meeting places for customers.
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FOCUS ON DIGITAL
Almost half of all professionals use digital technologies in their business (only 15% do not or
hardly use them). In the fine food sector, the usage rate of digital technologies is estimated at
6.97 out of 10, a score that indicates potential for improvement. Professionals are not using
all the marketing tools available but they use digital technologies in their professional lives,
according to their priorities; the main reasons for not doing so being lack of time and training
and social costs.

RETAILERS

PRODUCERS

The use of social networks

The development of showcase sites and
e-shops.

DIVERSE EXPECTATIONS FROM GOURMET SELECTION

80%of

all retailers and producers expect help with meeting other professionals through
diverse on-site formats: meetings, business time, speed dating, round tables and debates.
They also want help with establishing connections before and after the show.
Retailers and producers also expect a cornucopia of educational initiatives to help them
develop their business: 74% would like advice on best practice to encourage customer loyalty
and improve customer experience (emailing, events…), 71% would like help to add value to
their products at the point of sale, and 43% are interested in expert seminars on trends and
sector-specific themes.
Publishing innovative business initiatives on Instagram is one of the examples of the educational
role GOURMET SELECTION aims to play.

80%

74%

71%

43%

Meeting other
professionals

Advice on best practice
to encourage customer
loyalty

Help on added-value
to their products at
the point of sale

Expert seminars on
trends and sectorspecific themes
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EX H I BI TO R S ’ L I S T
COMPANY

PRODUCTS/ACTIVITIES

COUNTRY OR REGION OF FRANCE

80 DEGRES SUD

Condiments

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

A L’OLIVIER

Grocery

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

ADDUCO COULEURS QUEBEC

Grocery

BRETAGNE

AGRO ITTICA LOMBARDA SPA

Seafood products

ITALY

ALIMENTATION FINE DE FRANCE

Grocery

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

ALZIARI

Grocery

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

APTUNION DISTRIBUTION

Sweetened products

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

AREA OCCITANIE

Organisations, institutions

OCCITANIE

ARISTEE

Jam

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

ARMAGNAC VEUVE GOUDOULIN

Alcoholic beverages

OCCITANIE

AU JARDIN DES DELICES DE DANY

Grocery

OCCITANIE

AU TEMPS D’EUGENIE

Grocery

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

BAG AND PACK

Packaging, services

ILE-DE-FRANCE

BARTHOUIL SAS

Grocery

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

BAUDRY CONFITURES

Jam

AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES

BISCOTTERIE LA CHANTERACOISE

Biscuits

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

BISCUITERIE DE PROVENCE

Sweetened products

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

BK PRODUCTION

Sweetened products

PAYS DE LA LOIRE

BOGELGROUP GMBH

Seafood products

GERMANY

BRUNI GLASS FRANCE

Packaging, services

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

BVB FRANCE

Tea, Coffee, Herbal tea

BOURGOGNE-FRANCHE-COMTÉ

CAFES CHOCOLATS VOISIN

Chocolate

AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES

CALUGI SRL

Grocery

ITALY

CAPE AND CAPE

Grocery

ILE-DE-FRANCE

CARREAUX DE PARIS

Chocolate

ILE-DE-FRANCE

CEROMI

Grocery

ILE-DE-FRANCE

CHAMPAGNE DEROUILLAT

Wines

GRAND-EST

CHAMPAGNE MICHEL FAGOT

Wines

GRAND-EST

CHEZ CE CHER SERGE

Grocery

OCCITANIE

CHOC AND CO SA

Sweetened products

BELGIUM
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CHOCOLAT MATHEZ

Grocery

PAYS DE LA LOIRE

CHORIO SAS

Grocery

ILE-DE-FRANCE

COLAVITA SPA

Condiments

ITALY

COMPAGNIE COLONIALE

Tea, Coffee, Herbal tea

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

COMPTOIR ROYAL

Packaging, services

AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES

COMPTOIRS RICHARD

Tea, Coffee, Herbal tea

ILE-DE-FRANCE

CONFISERIE ADAM

Sweetened products

GRAND-EST

CONFISERIE DE MEDICIS

Sweetened products

ILE-DE-FRANCE

CONSERVERIE DU TREGOR

Seafood products

BRETAGNE

CONSERVERIE SAINT CHRISTOPHE SARL

Grocery

HAUTS DE FRANCE

COOPERATIVE DES BAUX MOULIN CORNILLE

Grocery

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

CORSIGLIA

Sweetened products

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

CRUZILLES SAS

Sweetened products

AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES

DAME CERISE

Jam

BRETAGNE

DASI FRERES

Grocery

HAUTS DE FRANCE

DAVOISE SAS

Packaging, services

ILE-DE-FRANCE

DE KROES FEUILLETAGE

Sweetened products

BOURGOGNE-FRANCHE-COMTÉ

DEBAILLEUL PRODUCTS

Sweetened products

BELGIUM

DISTILLERIE PAUL DEVOILLE

Spirits

BOURGOGNE-FRANCHE-COMTÉ

DOLFIN SA

Sweetened products

BELGIUM

DOMAINE DES TERRES ROUGES

Condiments

GRAND-EST

DOMAINE LAFFITTE

Non-alcoholic beverages

OCCITANIE

DON GASTRONOM SPAIN

Grocery

SPAIN

EARL RICAUD PROVENCE

Grocery

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

EDEN CHOCOLATS

Sweetened products

AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES

EMBALINE

Packaging, services

BOURGOGNE-FRANCHE-COMTÉ

ERWAN LUCAS - MAISON LUCAS EURL

Seafood products

BRETAGNE

ETABLISSEMENTS GEORGE CANNON

Grocery

ILE-DE-FRANCE

EVOOTRADE SL

Cured meat

SPAIN

EXCEL FOIE GRAS SAS

Grocery

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

FAVOLS

Jam

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

FED. REG. DES INDUSTRIES AGRO ALIMENTAIRES

Organisations, institutions

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

FLORIAN

Confiserie

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

FRANCOIS DOUCET CONFISEUR

Sweetened products

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

GLOBE EXPORT

Seafood products

BRETAGNE

GLOSEK GOURMET

Sweetened products

OCCITANIE

GODARD CHAMBON & MARREL

Grocery

OCCITANIE
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HEDENE

Sweetened products

ILE-DE-FRANCE

HERITAGE FOOD BRANDS

Grocery

BELGIUM

INSTANTS BOTANIQUES

Tea, Coffee, Herbal tea

ILE-DE-FRANCE

ISIGNY SAINTE MERE

Dairy products, eggs

NORMANDIE

JACQUES EMBALLAGES

Packaging, services

NORMANDIE

JAMBONS OLIVERAS

Cured meat

SPAIN

JIMINI’S

Grocery

ILE-DE-FRANCE

JOE & AVREL’S

Grocery

ILE-DE-FRANCE

KARAMEL PARIS

Sweetened products

ILE-DE-FRANCE

KAVIARI

Seafood products

ILE-DE-FRANCE

KRENIL SÀRL

Condiments

GRAND-EST

LA BOITE EN FER

Gifts and decorative objects

ILE-DE-FRANCE

LA COMPAGNIE D’ANCÔNE

Confectionery

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

LA CONSERVERIE FINE DU VOLVESTRE

Grocery

OCCITANIE

LA SABLESIENNE

Sweetened products

PAYS DE LA LOIRE

LA TOURANGELLE SAS

Condiments

PAYS DE LA LOIRE

L’ATELIER DU POISSONNIER

Seafood products

NORMANDIE

LE CHOCOLATIER SABLAIS

Chocolate

PAYS DE LA LOIRE

LE CLOS DE LAURE

Sweetened products

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

LE COMPTOIR DE MATHILDE

Sweetened products

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

LE MIEL SAUVAGE

Sweetened products

ILE-DE-FRANCE

LE MOULIN DES CEPAGES

Condiments

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

LE PERE CRAQUANT

Biscuits

AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES

LEBKUCHEN SCHMIDT GMBH & CO. KG

Biscuits

ALLEMAGNE

LES BARIOLES DE MAUD

Grocery

ILE-DE-FRANCE

LES DUCS DE GASCOGNE

Grocery

OCCITANIE

LES MAÎTRES CONFISEURS

Biscuits

BELGIUM

L’INFUSEUR

Tea, Coffee, Herbal tea

ILE-DE-FRANCE

LOC MARIA BISCUITS

Biscuits

BRETAGNE

MAISON BRASSON

Non-alcoholic beverages

ILE-DE-FRANCE

MAISON GUINGUET SAS

Chocolate

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

MAISON MARIE SEVERAC

Grocery

AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES

MAISON TOUSSAINT

Sweetened products

BOURGOGNE-FRANCHE-COMTÉ

MAKA SARL - LES JARDINS DE GAIA

Grocery

GRAND-EST

MAXIM’S DE PARIS

Grocery

NORMANDIE

MILLE ET UNE HUILES

Condiments

ILE-DE-FRANCE

MON PIMENTIER

Grocery

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

MONBANA

Chocolate

PAYS DE LA LOIRE

MOULIN SAINT MICHEL

Grocery

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR
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NATURALIM FRANCE MIEL

Sweetened products

BOURGOGNE-FRANCHE-COMTÉ

NICE GOURMET

Grocery

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

NOUGATERIE DES FUMADES

Sweetened products

OCCITANIE

NOUGATS SILVAIN CREAMANDE

Confectionery

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

OH GOURMAND

Chocolate

PAYS DE LA LOIRE

PRESSE GOURMET SÉLECTION

Organisations, institutions

ILE-DE-FRANCE

PRUNEAUX DE MENET

Sweetened products

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

PSMA LA SABLAISE

Seafood products

PAYS DE LA LOIRE

PYREN’ALLIANCE SAS

Grocery

OCCITANIE

REINE DE DIJON S.A.

Grocery

BOURGOGNE-FRANCHE-COMTÉ

REMAPROD

Grocery

OCCITANIE

SALAISONS MAURIAC

Cured meat

ILE-DE-FRANCE

SARL CASTELAS

Grocery

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

SARL CHAPON

Chocolate

ILE-DE-FRANCE

SARL FERME DE JEANSARTHE

Grocery

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

SARL FOURNIER FRERES CIDRES LA POMMERA

Alcoholic beverages

NORMANDIE

SARL VERGNES

Sweetened products

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

SAS ALAIN MILLIAT

Non-alcoholic beverages

AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES

SAS CINQ CIDRÉS

Alcoholic beverages

ILE-DE-FRANCE

SAS CONSERVERIE PAPILLON - MARMUS

Grocery

OCCITANIE

SAS MAGNEPICES

Grocery

OCCITANIE

SAS ROBERT BERANGER

Grocery

AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES

SASU CHARLES CHOCOLARTISAN

Chocolate

AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES

SAVOR CREATIONS

Grocery

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

SCEA STURGEON

Seafood products

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

SDP RUNGIS

Grocery

ILE-DE-FRANCE

SEVENPOT

Grocery

ILE-DE-FRANCE

SNAK SRL

Tea, Coffee, Herbal tea

ITALY

SUM SARL

Grocery

ILE-DE-FRANCE

SUPERNATURE

Sweetened products

ILE-DE-FRANCE

SUR LES QUAIS

Grocery

ILE-DE-FRANCE

TERRE EXOTIQUE

Grocery (other products)

CENTRE - VAL DE LOIRE

THIBAULT-BERGERON

Services, empaquetage

BRETAGNE

TOUPINE ET CABESSELLE

Grocery (other products)

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR

VETROELITE S.P.A.

Packaging, services

ITALY

VICENTINI 1920 SRL

Grocery (other products)

ITALY

VIDAL FOIE GRAS SARL

Grocery (other products)

NOUVELLE AQUITAINE

VIGNOLIS

Grocery (other products)

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE-D’AZUR
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Trade show for fine food
SUNDAY 23 & MONDAY 24 SEPTEMBER 2018
9.30 - 18.30
PORTE DE VERSAILLES - HALL 7.1

USEFUL INFO
COMEXPOSIUM TEAM
Chantal de Lamotte - Exhibition director
chantal.delamotte@comexposium.com - +33 (0)1 76 77 12 55
Barbara Raffegeau - Communication manager
barbara.raffegeau@comexposium.com - +33 (0)1 76 77 10 87

GETTING TO THE EXHIBITION
By public transports
• Metro : line 12 Porte de Versailles station, line 8 Balard station
• Bus : lines 39 or 80 Porte de Versailles stop
• RER : line C, Boulevard Victor station
• T2 - Porte de Versailles station- Gate A access
• T3 - Georges Brassens station - Gate B access
By bike
• Station n°15049 - 2 rue Ernest Renan
• Station n°15048 - Place Amédée Giordani
By car
Take the PORTE DE LA PLAINE or PORTE DE VERSAILLES
or PORTE DE BRANCION exits from the ring road

STAY IN TOUCH !
www.salon-gourmet-selection.com
Find GOURMET SELECTION on Facebook and Instagram
The press office will be happy to welcome you at the show.
The press pack, press releases, visuals and logos can be downloaded from the press tab on
our website.
Requests for press badges are managed by the press office.

VIANOVA PRESS AGENCY
Anne-Sophie Leinot - leinot@vianova-rp.com - +33 (0)1 53 32 28 80
Julie Neto - julie.neto@vianova-rp.com - +33 (0)1 53 32 28 41
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